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Comments: Again we face big corporations exploiting our planet and the beautiful state of Montana.  I was born

in Missoula 69 years ago. Holland Lake was our big vacation every summer . Now I  have my family that enjoys

the beauty of Holland Lake. Montana,  the last best place of beautiful outdoor recreation. People visit this state to

enjoy the unspoiled wilderness . We go to the forest , to rest our minds and feed our souls . The forest service is

the Shepard of protecting our wilderness,  that is there job ! The wilderness is home for the many animals, who

are necessary to keep the balance of nature healthy . We employ the forest service to protect our natural

resources and health of our planet .I feel it is totally unexcepital for big corporate money to buy up precious

pristine property and turn it upside down for profits. Holland Lake does not allow for this huge development that

will have a huge impact on the health of the lake . It is so wrong on ever level for the forest service (the protectors

of public land) to slyly push this development ,knowing  the destructive impact of this big development.  Shame

on you ! Keep our forest happy and healthy, so we all can have the opportunity  to escape our busy live and be

able to go and rest our minds and feed our souls in nature. A resort of this size has nothing to do with the

connection of nature . If people want to enjoy our state, then they need to enjoy and respect it naturally .

Otherwise , big money will exploit every inch of natural wilderness for the money !  We the people need to get

loud against the big money exploiters 


